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ABSTRACT
Effective integration of 3D acquisition, reconstruction (modeling) and display technologies into a seamless systems
provides augmented experience of visualizing and analyzing real objects and scenes with realistic 3D sensation.
Applications can be found in medical imaging, gaming, virtual or augmented reality and hybrid simulations. Although
3D acquisition, reconstruction, and display technologies have gained significant momentum in recent years, there seems
a lack of attention on synergistically combining these components into a “end-to-end” 3D visualization system. We
designed, built and tested an integrated 3D visualization system that is able to capture in real-time 3D light-field images,
perform 3D reconstruction to build 3D model of the objects, and display the 3D model on a large autostereoscopic screen.
In this article, we will present our system architecture and component designs, hardware/software implementations, and
experimental results. We will elaborate on our recent progress on sparse camera array light-field 3D acquisition, realtime dense 3D reconstruction, and autostereoscopic multi-view 3D display. A prototype is finally presented with test
results to illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed integrated 3D visualization system.
Keywords: 3D, autostereoscopic, 3D acquisition, 3D reconstruction, 3D display, 3D imaging, 3D visualization.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The "perfect 3D" visualization concept
Compared to the traditional 2D computer graphic (CG) technologies, the True 3D technology opens the gate of higher
dimensional visualization ability for the viewers. Combined the 3D acquisition, reconstruction and true 3D display
technologies, the synthesized true 3D system enables us to experience the visualized world in more realistic way[1-7]. A
"perfect 3D" visualization should render the real-world scenes according to the acquisition data at the acquisition end and
display the rendered objects at the display end in a way that the viewers see them as if through a transparent window[1].
3D images of high similarity to the real scenes are thus presented to viewers with correct perspective and depth cues
without need for special glasses or other eyes-tracking wares. Figure 1 illustrates this concept using data from our
previous experiments(The sizes of objects, screen, viewer and the relative locations are not in proportion to their realworld sizes).

Figure 1. The "perfect 3D" visualization concept

1.2 The "depth-cue" in true 3D systems
We see things as they reflect rays focusing on the retinas of our eyes. Each single image perceived by us is twodimensional. We can, however, sense the depth information because the brain is able to generate depth dimension (depth
cue) from two slightly different 2D images[4]. The 2D image alone can offer 3D experience by linear perspective,
occlusion, shading, texture or any other monocular depth cues that "forces" the brain to generate the 3D vision, as
various CG techniques have realized in the 3D computer video game or modeling software. The more natural way is to
feed the brain with stereo images containing binocular depth cues like the binocular or motion parallax. Due to its
similarity to the way our brains deal with the real world, the binocular depth cues are widely applied in the true 3D
systems trying to realize the "perfect-3D" visualization together with some monocular cues to enhance the viewers' 3D
experience. It is not easy to generate all the cues mentioned above and generate a "perfect 3D" image. The flat-screenbased CG techniques are good at rendering 2D images preserving monocular depth cues but failing to deliver the
binocular depth cues. Volumetric true 3D techniques featuring strong binocular depth cues cannot easily realize the
shading or texture of its rendered contents while light-field true 3D techniques offering binocular and monocular depthcues cannot necessarily give the 3D dimension information of the rendered objects[7].
1.3 The background of the "end-to-end" true 3D system
As has mentioned above, the true 3D visualization technology is viewed as a promising method to offer a virtual world
as realistic as possible. It is thus reasonable to combine technologies that are capable of not only reconstructing the
scenes but demonstrating them in the proper way for the viewers, thus brings our "end-to-end" system based upon the 3D
acquisition and reconstruction technology at the input end and true 3D display technology at the output end. These 3D
technologies at both ends have been developed widely as the progress of the computer calculation capability.
1) 3D acquisition technologies
It is not simple task using 2D sensor to capture 3D data so camera array is commonly involved in most of the 3D
acquisition technologies aiming at the faithful visualization of the captured 3D scenes. Apart from the old-fashioned
binocular acquisition setup (can still be viewed as an array containing two cameras), the following figure gives several
typical forms of the camera-array-based 3D acquisition setups[8-10]:

Figure 2. Several typical 3D acquisition examples



Camera array acquisition

Under the camera array acquisition mode, multiple cameras are arranged to perform the multiview light-field or surface
data[9][11] acquisition. The camera array is scalable in terms of the resolution or the numbers of each acquisition unit in
the array. The acquired data can be used to compute the ultra-high resolution image, refocus and shading elimination.


Micro-lens array camera

The micro-lens barrier camera acquisition, also known as the integral imaging, record the light-field data at the twodimensional image sensor. Instead of setting up multiple cameras, this type of acquisition puts a micro-lens array in front
of a single CCD and records the whole set of light rays reflected by different micro-lens. Therefore, it is capable of ultraresolution imaging, refocusing, viewpoint shift and other operations. The figure above shows Adobe's[8] camera of this
type. Recently, dictionary- based sparse coding is applied in light field acquisition that captures the light field from
limited number of cameras to reduce the hardware cost. Combining with compressive sensing technology, mask (e.g.

micro-lens array) or other modification is not required on each camera in the sparse camera array [12]to perform the
much larger disparity.


Moving-formed random "array" acquisition

Similar to the camera array acquisition, the moving-formed "random camera array" acquisition take advantage of
captured images from various cameras at different positions. Instead of pre-setting each identical camera in the array, the
poses of different cameras are estimated afterwards as the right-most sub-figure above shows[10][13].
2) 3D reconstruction technologies
The 3D reconstruction is closely related to the way the data is acquired. It is generally classified as the surface
reconstruction using the acquired surface information and light-field reconstruction through the light-field data
acquisition.


Surface reconstruction

Following the imaging function of our brains to perceive the 3D vision through stereo image, it is able to reconstruction
the 3D surface out of a series of captured binocular image pairs. The binocular image pairs can be acquired through
camera arrays that have been mentioned.
(1) Active illumination surface reconstruction
Active illumination with specially designed 2D spatially or temporally varying intensity pattern (structured light) is
applied to get a more precise estimation of the captured objects. It is viewed as a very effective tool as the features of the
objects can be enhanced and more obvious to be extracted for the disparity calculation[14].

Figure 3. Several typical active illumination surface reconstruction examples

(2) Multi-view surface reconstruction
Multi-view surface reconstruction takes advantage of acquired images passively from more than one camera to perform
the features detection, feature matching, calibration or pose estimation, triangulation as to the reconstruction of the scene.
The basic binocular reconstruction steps can be generalizes as the following[15]:1) Stereo calibration for each camera; 2)
Feature points extraction and match between the binocular image pair; 3) Triangulation using the matched feature points
to get the depth information. Approaches like the Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) method skip the
calibration procedure and update the reconstruction of the unknown scene while simultaneously keep track of the
camera's position[13]. And the second and third steps are systematically further divided into the matching cost
computation, cost aggregation, disparity computation and disparity refinement as more efficient algorithms frameworks
occur[16-20]. These methods can be concluded as the feature-based methods that match features in the different images
and generate sparse disparity map, the pixel-based methods performing match within the neighborhood of the target
pixel which is easily interfered by discontinuity or occlusion, and the global (semi-global) methods featuring
transforming the matching process into the energy minimization problems in terms of the whole image that requires huge
amount of calculation[20].


Light-field reconstruction

A light-field represents radiance

I (r , g , b) as a function of position P( x, y, z ) and direction P( ,  ) in regions of

space free of occlusion [11], therefore the mathematics model of any of a light ray

v

in the light-field can be presented

as three-variable function in the five dimensional space[4]:
v
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The light-field data can be sampled by putting micro-lens array in front of CCD sensor so each sensor unit can acquire
the redirecting light ray with the corresponding incident angle. The frequency analysis is thus performed to generate the
light-field image and the depth information[4].
3) True 3D display technologies
The 3D display techniques can be briefly divided into the computer graphics display, binocular stereoscopic display and
autostereoscopic display[4][14]. According to the previous discussion, we focus on the later two true 3D display
categories.


Binocular stereoscopic display

It includes the head-mount, colored glasses, polarized glasses or other similar techniques that provides a pair of two
different 2D images to right and left eyes of viewer by means of auxiliary wares, thus producing a sense of depth on
physically 2D display. It has been successfully commercialized in the cinema and smart TV due to its excellent 3D
experience, although the sense of immersion might bring uncomfortable feelings due to its contradiction with the natural
way people observe[4][21].


Autostereoscopic display

The autostereoscopic display consists of volumetric, multiview light-field (see the two examples in the following figure)
and other 3D display techniques that focus on the binocular depth cue. The volumetric display mainly render the scenes
in terms of voxel[1][7]. The measurable physical size of the rendered contents can be demonstrated within the threedimensional display medium generated by rotating plate screens or other forms. The light-field display provides color
images for viewers at different viewpoints through screen covered with anisotropy-film, lenticular-film or other special
medium, offering the 2D and 3D depth cues at the same time. The screen in most cases keeps stagnant while the
projector array is applied[22-23].

Figure 4. Several typical autostereoscopic display examples

4) True 3D "end-to-end" technologies
Similar concept has been proposed and realized in systems like the Free-viewpoint TV (FTV), 3DTV and other real-time
systems including the input end and output end[24]. These systems typically consist of the camera array at the input end
connected by the transmission module to the output end usually in the form of light-field display. Large number of
cameras is commonly applied together with robust transmission coding algorithms to generate immersive 3D
atmosphere[22][24-27].
This article emphasizes on the multiview light-field display with sparse camera array (SCA) acquisition and our main
contributions elaborated later includes: an autostereoscopic 3D display system in the pact form is realized at the output
end and at the input end an acquisition system featuring sparse camera array is built offering CUDA-based real-time 3D
reconstruction algorithms to reconstruct the three-dimensional information out of limited numbers of captured images
and transforming the reconstructed virtual objects into light-field data for the output end. Figure 5 gives the overview
diagram of this system.

Figure 5. Overview of our "end-to-end" system

2. THE PRINCIPLE OF OUR SYSTEM
2.1 3D reconstruction
The reconstruction module at the output end of our "end-to-end" system generates the three-dimensional information out
of limited captured images from the SCA. The classical way in the computer vision is to match points from the stereo or
multiple images by calibrated cameras. The same actual object is different in these images in terms of its pixel index d
and this disparity is related to depth information Z through the focus f and the baseline B between them as[28]:
d

B
f
Z

(2)

Feature points such as the corners are commonly searched along the calculated epipolar lines to perform the sparsepoint-based reconstruction[28][4]. It is unable to present accurate information of the reconstructed objects due to a
possible uneven sparse distribution of the detected points. The dense pixel-wise reconstruction, however, performs the
disparity matching through all the pixels of the image pair to give the maximal reconstruction of the object details. The
efficiency of this method is determined by the matching strategy, which is easily affected by texture, illumination
variation or discontinuity in the image[15]. We develop a set of 3D dense surface reconstruction (3D-DSR) algorithms
that is able to recover 3D surface object profile while preserving feature details and discontinuities of it. Camera array
containing more than two cameras is applied to recover the actual dimensions of the reconstructed object and maintain
the accuracy. The algorithms are based on the state-of-art global matching (GM) optimization framework[29] to
transform the pixel-wise disparity matching into the energy minimization problem[17-18][20].
In detail, this GM framework can be generalized in terms of the object function as[16-17]:

min  (   (u, v)  (u, v))dudv

(3)

The first item typically defined as the average photometric error is usually known as the data term while the later the
regularization item to penalize the deviation of the result. The data term can be presented as the cost volume as it
describes the matching cost for each corresponding pixel and thus each pixel in the image contains three-dimensional
information to form a volume. The following figure shows the matching between two 9*5 images to form a 9*5*4 cost
volume.

Figure 6. Cost volume concept

It is usually possible to convert this non-convex expression into convex problems and solve it through linearization and
iteratively approximation within a coarse-to-fine scheme[17]. For example, the Euler-Lagrange equation of the calculus
of variation can be applied if the object function is quadratic L2 norm. Meanwhile, L2 norm can be replaced by L1 norm
in the object function forming the total variation L1(TV-L1) to give a more robust evaluation[29]. We follow the
innovative large-displacement-based optical method[17-18] to design auxiliary coupling item and variable to convert the
inherent non-convex problem into two separate optimization processes. So the objective function can be generalized as:

min  (CR (u, v,  (u, v))  Q(u, v,  (u, v))  (u, v))dudv

(4)

Q(u, v,  (u, v)) to make the later two items an approximation of the TV-L2 ROF
de-noising model[31] if we view the auxiliary variable  (u , v) as constant. This combination can be solved using
duality theory[32] to get the d and leaves only the  CR (u , v,  (u, v))  Q(u, v,  (u, v)) remaining un-convex in
 (u, v) . We can then search through the cost volume along the known d direction[18] to solve for  (u, v) that fits
It is possible to find the appropriate

for:

d  arg min  CR (u, v,  (u, v))  (u, v)dudv
 ( u ,v )

(5)

As less numbers of camera with larger baseline is involved to calculate the cost volume, we introduce the cost
aggregation procedure to increase the accuracy of reconstructed details. Similar to the semi-global matching (SGM)
strategy[19], the accumulation of depth cost for each row (horizontal aggregation) and each column (vertical aggregation)
is performed as the following expression shows:

CR (u, v, d (u, v))  CR (u, v, d (u, v))  min(CR (u, v, d (u, v)), C R (u , v, d (u, v)))

(6)

Under the assumption that the error increases in proportion to the depth for the same pixel, dynamic threshold strategy is
used when we calculate the expression above with the sub-pixel comparison to refine the reconstructed details.
2.2 Multi-view light-field Display
The display module at the output end of our "end-to-end" system render the virtual scenes by synthesizing various
perspectives of the reconstructed object. A special anisotropic film is used to automatically select the corresponding
perspective of the rendered content for viewers positioned differently in front of the screen. This special anisotropic
diffuse film will dominantly reflect light vertically, which is very suitable to generating 3D depth cue such as the
horizontal or binocular parallax.
Starting from the mathematical model of the light transmission in the space, a simple model of the ideal light-field of the
projected image surface can be presented as[4][23]:
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The ( x, y ) stands for the pixel index of the image and
projector lens O p with the intensity
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By manipulating the direction of the projectors, we can emphasize the right perspective while restrain the rest
perspectives of the rendered objects in the horizontal direction to achieve our goal. Figure 7 exemplifies this principle
through a projector-array containing three projector [33]. Each image is divide horizontally by three strips. Considering

that the strips should be viewed as the order
with the order

( Ai , B(i 1)mod3 , C(i  2)mod3 ), i  0,1, 2 , we should feed the projector array

( Ai , Bi , Ci ), i  0,1, 2 and let the VDOF reallocate the strips automatically. If the three images correctly

reflects the corresponding perspectives of the rendered image, the viewers will perceive the 3D experience as they see
these images with different eyes.

Figure 7. Image remapping based on the VDOF

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
As has been demonstrated above, our "end-to-end" system consists of such major components: A static flat anisotropic
diffuser screen, a PC that controls the display and reconstruction, a display array consisted of projector unit and an
acquisition array consisted of several camera. The following part will focus upon the realization details of the input end
including the acquisition array and output end containing the display array.
3.1 The input end
3.1.1 Hardware architecture
Different from our previous works[21], the SCA is used in our current "end-to-end" system, as the Figure 8 shows:

Figure 8. SCA in our input-end (6 cameras included)

We use up to eight Microsoft LifeCam® cameras in our acquisition sparse array to capture the image in a real-time
manner with the resolution from 320*240 to 640*480. The pre-processing operations like the bilateral filtering to denoise[20] are necessary if the image quality is poor, as the following figure shows:

Figure 9. Pre-processed procedures for the poor quality lens

3.2.1 Software design
As we have generally discussed above, we apply the GM with SGM tactics to deal with the limited numbers of images
captured by our SCA to acquire unlimited numbers of the reconstructed scenes. The following figure gives an overview
of the primary procedures:

Figure 10. Software modules of our reconstruction process

With the intrinsic matrix

K i of each camera that we get from the calibration procedure, we can get the extrinsic matrices

between one of the SCA (the reference camera) and the others (the target cameras). Various methods are capable of
estimating the camera poses, among which we select the self-calibration way[13] to generate the relative rotation matrix
Ri and transformation vector Ti out of the captured images. The bundle adjustment strategy is applied to increase the
accuracy of the camera positions. The result from available tools like the Visual SfM[34] can also be used in our system.
We can construct the cost volume by projecting the pixel
target images[18] I Ti with the resolution

(u R , vR ) in the reference image I R towards each of the other

MN using the pre-set depth range ( DFloor , DCeiling ) and iteration step s [28]:
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Instead of the intensity-difference based calculation methods like the sum of squared differences (SSD) or zero mean
sum of squared differences (ZSSD) [18][35], the disparity comparison in our system is defined as the difference of the
relative ordering of local intensity[36] between I R and I Ti and performed in the pixel-wise manner as the following
figure presents:

Figure 11. Cost volume construction using NPLT

The

PR and PT represent the corresponding pixel found according to expression (9) and their neighboring pixels of

different intensity value are recorded within the processed sub-window. An exponent weight factor is multiplied based
on the relative distances between the recorded pixels towards their center pixels:

CI (u, v, d (u, v)) 

1
a||usubwin ||||vsubwin ||
 m n
M N
subwin
subwin

(10)

This non-parametric local transforms (NPLT) have been proved tolerant well to the outliers[36] and the initial cost
volume is based upon this.
As we fill the cost volume with the initial cost value, the cost aggregation step is applied. Starting from the first pixel
column (0, vi ) or row (ui , 0) towards the last ( M  1, vi ) or (ui , N  1) and repeating the two processes in a
reverse order, we perform the aggregation four times through all the pixels in the reference image as the following figure
shows (only two directions):

Figure 12. SGM-based Cost aggregation using SPI

We compare the multiple cost values for each pixel in the one-dimensional depth area to find the minimal value. The
sub-pixel interpolation (SPI) strategy is used as we interpolate the cost values between near pixel in the same row or
column. The figure above exemplifies a four interpolation case for the bound pixels so we can get four minimal cost
values in each comparison and through CBound , I Sub  CLast , I Sub , I Sub  0,1, 2,3 to set the initial minimal cost value for
the next comparison round.
As for the other pixels, the depth comparison follows the same procedures and the algorithm is presented as:

min(CLast , SubI , Cd ,SubI (u, v)  P2 , Cd 1,SubI (u, v)  P1 )
And the penalty

(11)

P1 is dynamically set as:

min(CLast ,SubI , Cd , SubI (u, v)  P2 , Cd  j , SubI (u, v) 

P1
j ), j  min(d , DCeiling  d )
W

(12)

More reconstruction details is available with expression (17) as the minimal value is more accurate. And we normalize
the accumulated final minimal costs for each direction using the SPI and dynamic threshold (DT) and accomplish the
cost aggregation procedure. The following figure shows the optimized results:

Figure 13. SPI+DT optimization

The disparity calculation is performed by coupling the data term and regularization through the introduced auxiliary
function. The following selection (expression (18)) has been proved by Newcombe et al.[17-18] as an efficient
combination to perform the GM optimization for the expression (4):
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  is applied in the regularization item to either smooth the reconstruction result with Huber-L2 or

keep the edge with Huber-L1 to form the TV-L1[18]. The duality theorem can be used to solve the addition of the two

( (u, v)   (u, v)) 2
  ( u , v ) 2
e
 (u, v)  , which is similar to the ROF TV-L2 de-noising model[18][31].
2
( (u, v)   (u, v)) 2
And the remaining un-convex item
 CR (u, v,  (u, v)) can be solved by exhaustive through
2
( DFloor , DCeiling ) . According to Newcombe's iterative algorithm[18], we realize it together with the SGM cost

items

aggregation in the GPU to present the disparity calculation based upon the images captured by our SCA.
We merge our works into the Meshlab developed by Visual Computing Lab of ISTI - CNR[37]. Meshlab provides
various 3D image process library modules including mesh generation, cleaning and re-meshing that helps us generate the
surface model out of our disparity information. We write plug-in under the Meshlab framework to accomplish the realtime reconstruction and set up virtual camera array (VCA) with customized parameters and copy the perspectives of the
reconstructed scene from the memory, which we can feed to the out end. The following figure shows the whole
procedure:

Figure 14. Image generation from the reconstructed surface

3.2 The output end
3.2.1 Hardware architecture
The output end featuring display array is designed in a compact way that we use up to 54 Dell® M115 LED projectors in
the array and wide angle lens (WAL) is attached to each projector to expand the imaging area at the same optical path. A
dedicated connecting socket is designed to attach the projector with the wide angle lens. The following figure shows
what we have designed for our projector unit in the display array[4][23].

Figure 15. WAL-involved display unit in the display array at the output-end

Each of these projectors is connected to one video output interface of three graphic cards on a workstation that every
graphic card can generate up to eighteen video outputs. The video signal is at the resolution of 1280*800 per output
interface.
3.2.2 Software design
The following figure gives an overview of the primary software modules in our software design:

Figure 16. Software modules of our display process

We perform the alignment to offset the rotation and translation of each projector leading to the warped projected image.
The calibration chessboard is used to get the homography matrix (HM) with the coordinate transformation of the
projected chessboard image, the captured chessboard image before alignment and the screen boundary. We can get the
aligned projected image through the HM using the following expression[23]:

HM ( x, y)  HM1 ( x, y, u, v)  HM 2 (a, b, u, v)  HM1 ( x, y, u, v) 1

(14)

Figure 17 shows a brief description of this procedure:

Figure 17. Finding the HMs in the geometric calibration

With the aligned images can we perform the remapping according to the display principle mentioned and the VDOF
characteristics. As the principle of the multi-view light-field display that has been discussed, the vertical strip within the
1-degree angular interval of the VODF film can be conditioned as[23]:
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(15)

Based upon our previous research[23], the viewer at Oc will see all the projected pixels (projected from the center of
each projector O p ) in the same direction. Considering the yoz and xoz plane of the rendering ( O p ) and observing space
( Oc ) respectively, as the following figure shows:

Figure 18. The yoz (left) and xoz plane of the rendering and observing space

Two expressions bridged the projected images to observed images can finally be concluded according to the triangular
geometry deduction as:

 zP  zOP
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(17)

And we project two-dimensional images following these two expressions and the observers will see them in a threedimensional manner.

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We perform our "end-to-end" 3D data flow by the acquisition of images with up to 8 cameras in the SCA and the lightfield rendering of up to 54 perspectives. Our system is currently able to display the captured or pre-rendered scene with
small resolutions (typically no more than 320*240 at the input end and 640*480 at the output end) in a real-time manner
and larger resolution (typically 640*480 at the input end and 1280*800 at the output end) at slower frames per second
(FPS).
We first discuss the effect two major factors in the expression (5) impose on the reconstruction result respectively as the
follow figure shows:

Figure 19. Reconstruction result with different parameters under the GM framework

According to the expression (5) and (13), The value of alpha is inversely proportional to that of the regularization item.
Therefore the reconstruction object is smoother as we restrain the regularization item by increasing alpha. The similar
analysis is applied to beta and epsilon. As for the constant weight factor gamma which is in linear proportion to the data
item, we could reduce its value to smoothen the noisy part of the result while add to emphasize the details as the figure
above shows.
We also pick up several groups of images from different but typical types of source. Comparisons about the cost volume
construction, SGM aggregation between the original methods and what we have optimized have been made as the
following figures show:

Figure 20. Reconstruction result (Left: Cone; Right: Battlefield) of scenes with unknown camera setups using different methods

Figure 21. Reconstruction result (Left) of the "Twins" captured by our SCA using different methods and display by our system

The "Cone" consists of 9 captured images from the Middlebury standard image database[38] that the camera array is
purely horizontal spacing evenly. The "Battlefield" consists of 8 snapshots from Microsoft Direct3D's rendered
contents[39]. And the "Twins" is from two figurines captured 8 perspectives by our SCA. We perform the reconstruction
comparisons using SSD, NPLT in the cost volume construction procedures, SPI, SPI without and with DT under the
NPLT in the cost aggregation procedures. We list the depth map image together with its corresponding mesh map image
in case the former alone cannot give a fair judgment. And it could be generally concluded that our method
(NPLT+SPI+DT) has the edge in terms of restraining the noise to smooth the surface while keeping as much details as
possible in the results.1
The following figure above also shows the performance of our output end when fed 30 perspectives per frame with each
perspective image at the resolution of 1280*800. The displayed object is reconstructed from eight captured images from
the SCA at the resolution of 640*360:

We choose four frames displayed with four different perspectives in each frame of the "Twins" that should be viewed at
their corresponding positions. And the time consumption of our major 3D reconstruction steps is listed in the following
table (nVidia GeForce Titan Black display card, 2G ram):
Table 1. The time consumption of our major 3D reconstruction steps

Reconstruction Step

Time (s)

Cost volume construction

0.01997

SGM aggregation (Four directions)

0.00764

Disparity calculation (GM)

0.01934

5. FUTURE WORKS
To improve our system, the hardware could be more involved in the "end-to-end" system. Following examples like the
SGM's FPGA-based realization[19], the GPU-based parallel computation framework could partly be replaced by
customized hardware-driven modules to release the burden of the control PC which is currently responsible for all the
reconstruction and display calculations at both ends and the real-time 3D data flow at higher resolution is possible.
Furthermore, the form of the output end varies as we possess the three dimensional information of the captured objects.
For example we could provide the reconstructed 3D data for the multi-layer LCD based tensor display.
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